
A Running Belt Suitable for Every Occasion
The company behind the popular Running Belt Max is pleased to announce the recent success their
product has brought in over the last couple months.

ASHEBORO, NORTH CAROLINA, USA, April 28, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Since releasing the

I needed a well-designed and
water resistant waist belt for
travel. With the Running Belt
Max, I can comfortably carry
all of my travel essentials and
hide it under my shirt or
jacket.

Amazon Reviewer

Running Belt Max on Amazon.com earlier this year, the
company has made an unprecedented name for themselves
within the industry. Customer reviews have been consistently
flowing in from satisfied buyers on the site. Users are praising
how helpful the running belt is for keeping items organized
while running. Others say that they find the exercise belt is
ideal for traveling, running errands and working around the
house. 

“I absolutely love this running belt.” said a recent reviewer.
“Although I have no doubt that this waist pack is perfect for
people who run or exercise since it stays in place and secures

your cell phone, I bought it because I needed a well-designed and water resistant waist belt for travel.
With the Running Belt Max, I can comfortably carry all of my travel essentials and hide it under my
shirt or jacket. After using it on my last trip, I can definitely say that this is now an essential gear item,
like a pair of shoes. Highly recommend for other travelers or for those who need an exercise belt.” 

As of late April 2016, the Running Belt Max has received over 200 positive reviews on Amazon. This
has caused the product to quickly rise within the Amazon Bestseller Charts. It is currently ranked as
one of the best-selling Waist Packs in the Exercise & Fitness category. 

“We want people to have easy access to our running belt for iPhone 6 and future products.” explained
Dave Chandler, the creator of Running Belt Max. “By partnering with Amazon, we are providing our
clients with a convenient and simple shopping experience. Here, they have the ability to read our past
customer reviews, view photos, receive special free gifts and take advantage of our great discounts.” 

The Running Belt Max enables people to carry many different items in one convenient and lightweight
waist pack. With several pockets, the belt can easily hold small personal items and large phones such
as the iPhone 6. It also has a rubberized earbud port, key ring and separate sunglasses storage. 

To find out more information about the Running Belt Max and to take advantage of the current
promotions, visit the Amazon page directly by clicking here:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B017CVEPBE
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